Directions to
Mountain Riders in
Komani, Podgorica
GPS: 42.459500, 19.115220
42°27'34.2"N 19°06'54.8"E*
To get to Mountain Riders Komani -- take the
road towards Danilovgrad/Niksic from the
intersection of Cetinski Put and E762 for 5.1 km. (this is the Niksic/Cetinje circle, near Delta city in
Podgorica),

*If your GPS doesn’t find the location, try: 42.460576, 19.114726, and turn LEFT
when you get to this point.
GoogleMaps: mountain riders montenegro

After you pass the restaurant Ognjiste (Ресторан Огњиште ) on your right and a white/blue gas station
on your left, take a LEFT uphill, following the signs to Komani.

From the main turnoff you follow the road EXACTLY 5.0 km (Note: after 1.5 km, you will pass through
the village of Cafa. Keep going straight on the “main” road. Do not turn left and go uphill over the “pass
“ in to the next valley, and do not turn down to the river. Rather, continue 3.5 km.)

After a total of 5.0 km, the road will make a sharp turn uphill. Turn uphill with the road (go under the
electric high-tension powerlines), following the sign to Komani (do not go straight to Bandici)

From this uphill "turn", drive EXACTLY 1.0 km. On your way, you will see several yellow/orange
(coral) houses on the left. Take the next possible left on a very narrow paved road. There is a tree at
this intersection that often has notices (civic, funeral, etc) posted – see photo below. Do not take the
sharp/blind right uphill.
If you pass a wooden sign pointing towards a church to the left, turn around. You have gone too far! Go
back to the next small road (now it will be on your right!)

(*Please note: If you are following directions from GoogleMaps, it will tell you that you have reached
your final destination at this intersection/tree pictured below. Just take a left , follow the wall on your
right-hand side, and turn up the first possible driveway on your right.)

Mountain Riders is 120 meters after this last turn on the right side.

Lost?
Call: +382 67 00 50 90

